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SIUE's quest to quit
With smoking ban looming, university looks for ways to help kick the habit
PUJA MEHTA
Alestle Managing Editor

Health Services is working to help
students quit smoking in order to cope
with the new state law that requires
SIDE to be tobacco free beginning July
1. T he smoking ban covers all to bacco
delivery items, including electronic cigarettes, chewing tobacco, cigars and regular cigarettes.
According to Director of Health
Services Riane Greenwalt, the university
originally planned to offer smoking cessation classes to help students quit the
habit, but budget shortages in Madison
County postponed them.
"With the struggles that Illinois has
had with its budget, the Quitline was actually unfunded for a short period of
time, but it is now up and running again.
But in that same vein, Madison County
Health Department had offered to teach
smoking cessation classes for us and that
funding got cut and that has not been reinstated yet," Greenwalt said. "At this
very moment, we don't have classes becau e of the funding cuts, but as soon as
the funding is returned, we will offer
those opportunities."
The smoking cessation classes may
be offered in the fall, but Greenwalt said
the state has not given Madison County
or Health Services a time frame in which
funding would be returned. Although financial shortcomings have impacted the
smoking cessation classes being offered,
Greenwalt said Health Services has not
suffered from budget cuts.
"The budget has not taken a toll on
our office, but on what the state agencies
and county offices can offer," Greenwalt
said.
While the university is unable to
offer actual classes to help students cope
with the new state law, Greenwalt said
Health Services offers students the opportunity to talk with a physician oneon-one about their habit.
"Currently, we are talking to individuals on an individual basis about their
readiness to quit and that conversatio n
ends up being between the provider and
the student. Faculty and staff can go to
their own physicians to do that, but students can come here and we can talk: to
them," Greenwalt said. "Where they are
in the process of being prepared to quit
would determine what we could do for
them. There are some medications there's gum, there's patches, there's
some pills and really, that's a discussio
between the provider and the student."
Despite the fact the budget cuts
took away the possibility of having
classes to help students quit, senior biology major O scar Perez-Ortiz, of Fairmont City; said the classes might have not
been as good for students as one-on-one
sessions anyway.
"My o pinion is if you did the classes
just for the people who smoke, it is kind
of setting them aside and saying, 'These
are the people that have something
wrong with them and we need to learn
not to do it again.' However, it also
would offer a really great support system,
where other people there could encourage you to quit smoking," Perez-Ortiz
said. "There are people who have te_rmi. cal illnesses from smoking and they still
continue to smoke. I just hope that the

one-on-one sessions actually work, instead of just wasting the physicians' time
and money."
Whether or not students go to physicians on campus about smoking, Greenwalt said their fees to do so are covered
when students pay tuition and smoking
is a topic covered in most visits.
"To see a professional here, a physician, a nurse or a counselor - that is included in the medical benefit fee [in
students' tuition]. We address smoking at
almost every visit. A student would come
to us and we would take their vital signs,
they would tell us what they're here for,
but as they tell us health history, we
would a k them if they have a smoking
history. Some students will come in with
a cold and we find out that they are a
smoker. That's a springboard to have that
discussion as well. So it doesn't have to
be specifically about smoking," Greenwalt said. "If students were not ready to
quit smoking, [the conversation between
the student and the physician] would be
sort of how to live within the rules of the
state law."
According to Greenwalt, the physicians on campus are mainly worried that
students who arc smoking don't realize it
has become a habit.
"Our biggest concern is that we have
a lot of students that don't consider
themselves smokers. So they smoke
maybe when they're stressed - it's a
habit they have before a test or maybe
when they're out socializing - but when you
ask them if they're prepared to quit, they really
don't feel like they would
need to go th rough
those steps," Green walt said.
E v e n
though
the
doctors on campus are available
to students, Greenwalt said talking
to any professional healthc a

provider would be beneficial. Perez-Ortiz
said he talks to his doctor about smoking.
"I have my own health care provider
that I talk to regarding health issues, but
for students who don't have that luxury,
I think it's great there are resources on
campus for students who are really trying
to quit," Perez-O rtiz said.
For students who are not interested
in speaking to a healthcare provider on
campus, Greenwalt said there are telephone resources available to students at
any given time.
"[Health Services has] been working
through the Vice Chancellor for Administration's committee group to address issues like this. 'How do we get the word
out, ' ... And then, 'how do we help people change that habit if they're interested?"' Greenwalt said. "'Originally,
when this law was put in place, the state
of Illinois has something called The Illi-

''

or anyone that might be interested in
quitting could contact me.' And what we
did see is that was the name that people
picked up to say, 'H ey, this doesn't seem
right.' And while we had nothing to do
with the law - of course as a health
provider, I would love to see no one
smoke - it has implications on your
h ealth and I think when you're young,
it's less evident that the effects of cigarettes over time are really what are so
harmful. O n the same token, everyone
has a right to do what they want to do.
They just have to understand the consequences and that's where we are," Greenwalt said.
If a student choo es not to use the
resources that are available, Greenwalt
said that was OK too.
"If someone is not prepared to quit,
this law does not say that it's illegal to
smoke and people need to understand

My opinion is if you did the classes just
for the people who smoke , it is kind of
setting them aside and saying, 'These are
the people that have something wrong
with them ... "
Oscar Perez-Ortiz
Senior biology major

nois Tobacco Q uitline. It's really a resource that anyone - fac ulty, staff o r
students - could use on a 24-hour,
seven-days-a-week basis. It's a telephone
rrumber that you call and it either can
give you helpful tips or maybe let you
talk through some issues with this Quitlin e."
Regardless of students' desire to quit
or not, resources are available. Greenwalt
said it is each student's choice to do what
he or she prefers.
"I think it's totally up to the student
- whatever he o r she is comfo rtable
with, but if they go to the Quitline [website], there's tabs they can open, tools to
help them quit looking at whether or not
they're prepared psychologically to quit
and then making an appointment
with one of our providers to
explore quitting. I
think it will
hap p en

time," Greenwalt said . "I think
being prepared to quit
means they are going to take steps
in o rder to either reduce the amount of
cigarettes they smoke, or to actually stop
the habit all together."
While many students are upset about
the state law, Greenwalt said Health Services cannot help it, but the health care
providers there can assist students.
"When the announcement first went
out, it said 'Here is what the new law is.'
And then it said 'Anyone wanting to quit

that. Unfortunately for them, they cannot smoke on campus, so they would
have to wait until they go off campus,"
Greenwalt said. "If a student is not willing to quit and they are of legal age to
buy cigarettes, then they just need to understand the health risk they are putting
themselves in. Our whole goal is not to
force people to not smoke."
While students can choose whether
or not they want to smoke, Vice Chancellor for Administration Kenneth Neher
said there will be consefo r people

"Students
will be handled
under the student discipline code; if they're a housing
resident, they'll be handled by housing
and if they're an employee, they can face
sanction to the employee discipline
process, but what those specific actions
might be remain to be seen because it
would all be o n a case-by-case basis,"
Neher said .
According to Neher, the university's
new policy allows theoretically for people
breaking the rule to be fined, but the
rules will be hard to administer due to
lack of personnel.
.
"It's going to be expensive for all the
signs and those types of things . Quite
frankly, we don't have people to enforce
SMOKING pg. 3
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nonsmoking - and that's all three campuses. We will really mark them with the
international no-smoking sign and we
this. We've got a very small police depart- will mark them in the same places we've
ment; they're very busy and it's going to got the no-weapon signs. We won't mark
be difficult," eher said. "They're nor every building becau c the entire campus
going to be wandering out looking for is to be non making," Neher said. "We'll
smoker · and ticketing them. We just remove all the smoking containers; l10usdon't have the resources to do that. ing is going to remove the smoking conThey'll be responding to complaints tainers . Outside some of the housing,
probably."
they've go t these shelters. And they're
In order to execute the state law, the going to leave the shelters, but according
univer ·icy developed a committee that to [Housing Director] Mike Schultz,
will help the campus execute the non- they'll remove one of the panels and put
smoking policy. The committee has been in a bike rack - they won't be totally
working on the policy for nearly nine wasted."
months, a the state law was passed about
Not all areas on SIU campuses coma year ago. Although the law states the pletely eliminate smoking. For instance,
whole university will be nonsmoking, students at the Edwardsville campus can
Neher said the university's old policy is smoke in their car, in the parking lot, or
similar to the new one.
while transiting to the w1iversity. Accord"There was a development of a no ing to Neher, some of d1e smoking rule
smoking policy, which is not that differ- depend on which SIU campus one is reent from what we've already got - it just ferring to.
restate the law. The policy that's up right
"We developed maps that show what
now says no smoking within 15 feet of the no-smoking areas are. For example,
the entrance of a building. [The commit- on [the Edwardsville] campus, it's everytee to organize the new smoking policy) thing. If you go up to the Alton campus,
has developed a marketing campaign that the sidewalks and beyond belong to d1e
periodically - and now it's going to be city of Alton. They do not belong to the
weekly - that will put out some kind of university and consequently, we cannot
announcement in the e-today that goes enforce the no-smoking zone. It's the
out, making sure people arc aware of same thing in East St. Louis - anything
this," Neher said. " [The committee to or- outside the fence is not university propganize the new smoking policy] devel- erty. So smokers have a better opportuoped a plan to eliminate all the smoking nity in Alton to find a place to smoke.
containers - the good ones, in other Here at the university, I don't think anywords, the ones that arc made out of con- body that passed the law realized that to
crete - are going to be rcpurposed for get to some place - if you're in the camtrash o r recycling containers."
pus court, it's a mile to some place else,"
Not only has a new policy been de- Neher said.
veloped, but Neher said other changes
While several things are being done
will also be made to the campus to ac- to help students and faculty deal with the
commodate the new rules.
new smoking ban, Perez-Ortiz said time
''We are going to mark the campus as
SMOKING! from pg.2

Work accident results
in death of construction
worker on campus
PUJA MEHTA
A/estle Managing Editor

An accident with a machine
caused the death of a construction worker on Thursday, May
28.
Roger Kolweier, 47, of O'Fallon, Ill. was working on a
frontage road for Keller Construction on Stadium Road off
of New Poag Road. Kolweier
was driving a heavy piece of
construction machinery with a
roller attached to it. At the time
of the accident, the machine
flipped over when part of the
road underneath it collapsed.
Kolweier tried to jump off of
the machine, but got stuck underneath it at the bottom of a
brook.
Kolweier's co-worker signaled a state trooper, who was
off duty, and his wife, who is a

nurse. Despite the trooper and
his wife's life-sustaining efforts,
EMS and Edwardsville Fire Department were unable to revive
him when they arrived. Madison
County Coroner's Investigator
Diandra Horner pronounced
Kolweier dead at 4:45 p.m.
SIUE Police Department
and Occupational Safety and
Health Administration representatives are further inspecting the
accident. The exploratory autopsy showed Kolweier died
from blunt chest and abdominal
trauma. However, toxicological
testing will periodically be performed.
Kolweier's funeral will be
organized by Wolfersberger Fu. neral Home in O'Fallon, Ill.
Pujo Mehta can be reached at
pmehto@olestlelive.com or 650-3527.
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should be spent solving other issues.
"I get frustrated thinking about the
effort, time and money it takes to execute
laws like this when the university should
be focusing what money it does have on
making the academic aspects of our university thrive," Perez-Ortiz said.
Neher said Illinois budget issues create a greater problem than on-campus
smoking.
"I really don't know what [lawmakers] were thinking. I think they could've
spent their time working with the
budget, dealing with the state's financial
crisis, but that's just my opinion as a citizen of Illinois," Neher said.
Even though many are upset about
the new law taking tin1e away from more
pressing problems, Greenwalt said it does
give srudents a chance to try to quit
smoking.
"This may be an opportunity for students who really aren't addicted to nicotine to be able to say, 'Well since I can't
smoke because I live on campus,' 'I'm on
campus d1e majority of the day, so I
won't smoke,' or it gives people the opportw1ity to say, 'This is the opportunity
I needed to look more closely at quitting,"' Greenwalt said. "I think what d1e
law was really trying to get to is not dictating whether someone smokes or not,
but that people that don't smoke are not
around that smoke."
Of the many health issues that tobacco products can create, Greenwalt said
some of d1e most serious issues include
harm to lungs, as well as ome social consequences.
"It increases your illness when you
have any type of respiratory disease, and
long term, it can turn into what is called
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease,
which is very, very harmful as you age

and in fact, could prematurely age your
lungs and maybe shorten your life,"
Greenwalt said. "It also, just from a social
aspect, has started to divide people. So if
you are a smoker, because there are so
many anti-smoking messages, you're sort
of ostracized . So all of a udden, rnoker
are hanging out with makers and nonsmokers are staying away from them instead of understanding the person at a
basic level. So I think it has some physical
issues [and] it definitel) ha some soci al
issues too. "
Whether or not students choose to
take advantage of the opportunities given
to them to become educated about smoking, Greenwalt said there is help available
to students.
"I hope students will look for help.
If they want help, then there's help available, even if the state is not going to give
us some support. We're always a place
where students can start. And if you are
a smoker and you're not ready to quit
smoking, we still want you to come and
see us. Use us for your other health issues
and understand that we will accept students for who they arc . If you are a
smoker, y u' r not going ro be in trouble
at Health Services. We're not here to veil
at anyone. We're here to sec where ·arc
you in the process and see if you want
help to stop, do less or understand how
to cope with what you're doing," Greenwalt said.
To reach Health Services, students
can call 618-650-2842 and schedule a
15-rninute session to talk to a physician
and create a health plan. The Illinois Tobacco Quitline can be reached at 866784-8937 or at quityes.org.
Pujo Mehta con be reached at
pmehto@olestlelive.com or 650-3527.

Budget
downfall
leads
. .
.
tO tUltlOn Increase
PUJA MEHTA
Atestle Managing Editor

Since the university's ensuing
financial crisis, it was inevitable that
certain changes had to be made, including a tuition increase for new
students. The increase approved by
the Southern Illinois University
board of trustees is "'5 percent for
new freshmen or undergraduate
transfer students. It would lead to a
$366 increase since last year. The
new rate will be $7,662 for in-state,
full-time undergraduates who begin
at Edwardsville in the fall semester.
The university uses a state operating budget system, which includes state appropriation and
income funds. The income fund
budget is about 98 percent tuition
revenue. According to Budget Director Bill Wmter, the need for tuition increases stems from the fact
that the much of the university's
money comes from the state, which
cannot afford to give a lot.

"Historically, state appropriation is seen as a public good for students to have access to an affordable
college education. The state of Illinois gives us a subsidy in the form
of state appropriation to offset the
cost of tuinon," Wmter said. "If half
of our state operating budget was
from tuition and the other half was
from state appropriation, that
would mean for every dollar a student pays in tuition, the state is
matching with a dollar. Without
that subsidy, students would have
to pay half as much. tat appropriation has been declining and it has
a possibility in the governor's recommended budget - which is not
the final budget - to go down as
much as 33 percent this year."
Although the budget is not finalized, Wmter said the tuition increase will help the budget situation
at the university.
"We're hoping the tuition revenue increase will at least partially
offset the state appropriation

budget cut," Wmter said.
According to the SIUE admissions website, current undergraduate students will receive the same
ruition rate they paid when beginning at SIUE due to university pol-

icy.
"The university is facing challenges with the potential budget
cuts and one of the aspects of the
challenge is the uncertainty. We
don't know how much of a cut we
would have and we don't know
when we're going to find out,"
Winter said. 'That being said, our
key focus is to make sure that students get a quality education and
have a good experience here as a
Cougar. So while we're having to
navigate through a lot of challenges, it doesn't change our core
mission of trying to provide a great
educational experience for students."
Pujo Mehta con be reached at
pmehta@o/est/elive.com or 650-3527.
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"Origin"
It was at J summer 5=amp in 1994 that
Amv Lee and Ben Moody met and began
their journey to cr1:atc the goth rock l,rammya\\ ard winning band Evanescence.
Six Ye,m 1.m:r, the duo pmdnccd thctr first
CD "Origin" \\ ith songwriter D,l\ id Hodge.~.
The combination of classical piano, symhe~i7..cd orchestrations and acoustic guitar, songs
like "Anywhere" and "Even in Death" keyed
in on raw emotions, while also debuting early
versions of"My Immortal," "Imagin::uy" and
"Whi per" that would appear on Evanescence' sophomore albwn.
Tl11S album set the groundwork for the
b,md. With Lee\ .ilarmingly d)n,unic and classically-trained rnicc, Moody's stripped-down
lnicism and the fosion of metal and classical
ri1usic, Ev.rnesccnce would oon blow .mdiencc.\ awav v.:ith .1 sow1d so distinct that it
would win the group recognition worldwide.
"Fallen"
Fl.'.lnalc-front ·d rock groups of E\ anescences caliber ,m: kw and far 6cm een, and the
world folly recognized this in 2003 \\ hrn
·'fallen" Jehutt'd.
Tl1l:ir migi, 1al sound met e,m in ,1 refreshing \\,l\' with singks like "Going l ndcr'' and "Evcrylxxiy's re)()!," addressing i.ssucs of d prcssion and hdpk-s ness \\·ith ,lggn:s,iYe
chord progn:.-.sioru, and Lee'5 incredible vocab.
With thei1 sound came th-: fa.\hionablv
goth look the band members presented _:_
Lee, Moodv and new members such as John
LeCompt, · Rocky Gray and Will Boyd.
Evanescence's look and sotmd would redefine
the rock world in the early-to-mid 2000s.
"FaJJcn" put the band on the map. Selling
millions of copies and winning two Grammy
awarcl~, Evanescence began a long leg of
nationwide and worldwide tours, but
not before they could attach

their name to a film soundtrack and release a
CD/DVD tided "Anywhere but Home" that
followed the band on d1eir 2004 European
tour.
But during "Fallcn's" debut and the
"Anywhere but Home" tom, the lineup fix the
band shifted, losing .Moody in 2003 and introducing Terry Bals,U110 to the mix. 1l1e b,md
became famous for thc.:ir lineup ch,mges and
d,e drama each ne\\ .ilbum brought d1c members of the b,md, but one const.mt force n:mained: lead sing-:r Lee.

"The Open Door"
The year 2006 brought d1e departure of Will
Boyd and die addition of guitarist Tim McCord. The band also lost a manager, and the
work on the ne\\' album \\ as underwa,:
In inter\'iews, Lee talked about :1 more
mature sound, and in August 2007, "The
Open Door" was released. Their ftrst single
wa~ "Call Mc \Vhcn You're Sober," an anthem
about Lee's former relationship wid1

Scether frontman, Shaun Morgan. The music
video showed a sexier Lee dressed as Little
Red Riding Hood, and soon the albwn hit
No. l on the cham . But the success they met
\\ ith "Fallen" would not be met again.
"Tl1e Open Door" featured everything
from shredding guitars and powerful drums
to ,rn operatic choir chanting in Latin and
singing full classical pieces throughout the
track~, like ''LKn111osa," "Gxx:I Enough" and
"Snow\,\ hite Queen."
'll1e shift in m,1turit, can be heard in Lee's
cl,1ssical intluence - "Fallen" groundcd the
band in rock, but "The Open Door" redefined
the band\ evolving sow1d.
]l1e piano d1at tops off d1eir most intense
songs and dn\'CS the powerful lower pieces
d1roughout E\'ancscence's ,,·ork is poignant in
this albun1. Taking an already powerful song
and adding an intricate piano line d1r0ughom
gi,·es the band .rn edge d1at makes most od1er
metal bands seem to lack.
An example of Lee's classical training giving Evanescence a completely original sotmd
L\ the haunting piano compositions highlighted in ongs such as "Good Enough" and
""four Star" and trace back to the rarclv-heard
·ersion of "Imaginary" on Evanesenc-:'s first release, ''Ongin.''

Questions or comments regarding this
section? Contact the Lifestyles Editor at
650-3527 or lifestytes@alestlelive.com.
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Soon after the album was relea.m:l, the
band headed on a one-year tour. During the
middle of d1e tour in 2007, LeCompt ann w1cc.:d he had been fired from the band and
Gray, had quit. Two members down put the
band's record compa11~; Wmd-up, on the
move to hire guirarist Trov McL1whom and
dmnuner Will Hunt to fill the spou; fr>r d1e
rest of the tour.
"Rn> y-:ars passed LX'.fore the band announced that t11l'y \~-ere working cm a ne,,
album, a.nd fans \\ a1t-:d eagerly .1round d1e
world to hear what\\ ..1: · in store for the band\
future.

"Evanesence"
In February 2010, Lee and d1e boys entered
the studio to \\ ork on the new album. The
lineup and the ban i's management dealt with
conflict, but ultimately the work was being
done to finish the albw11.
In 2011, fan..\ saw d1e release of the self:
titled third album "E •anescence" and Lee
shared that the topic of self-discm·ery and lm-e
would be a major mfluence for d1c song...
Sonbrs like "Ocean" and "S\\ imming
Home'' express an e\er-evol\'i.ng sound the
band ha, gi\ en its fans, bur it rcpresent'I I ,ec's
undying loYe of her work. She even debutl'd
her ne" l~ -acquin..·d h,1rp t11Jying t n d1 ' ,1lbum,
.md pulled in the hard rock sounds from
"Fallen" and
Open Duor." With .1 sonnd
as established a.~ the.: one in ''EYanescence," d1e
band set out on their d1ird world,\ idc tour the
,an1c year.
111c tour ended in 2012 ,rnd fa ,Ull:--.Cence
went on a hiatus. From 2013 to 20H, Windup R~-com negoti,lted with Lee regarJi.ng the
scams of the band witl1 ,1 label compan~: Now
established as an independent artist, the band
remained in hian1s, until recently.
Evanescence will remrn 01i. rour in November 2015 and will perform at Ozzfrst in
Japan.

-•n1e

Dani Wilson can be reached at
dwi/son@alestlelive.com. Hailey Huffines
can be reached at
hhuffines@alestlelive.com
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Duggar allegations shed light on campus .sexual assaults
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We see the police reports, we hear the stories
on the news and recently, the "It's On Us"
campaign has spread awareness of this issue: sexual
assault and abuse.
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However, after these times pass, the subject
seems to escape our minds until the next
occurrence. We tend to ignore the words that are
repeated to us over and over again, thinking that
we already know all about what we are being told_
But, what we don't know is how to recognize or
prevent these events from taking place.
Recently, allegations were made against Josh
Duggar, a member of one of the largest families to
ever hit television, stating that he sexually abused
and assaulted teenage girls, some of whom were his
sisters. The hit TV show "19 Kids and Counting"
caught tl1e attention of thousands and after this
scandal emerged, many of us were left questioning
what exactly brought this on. We're left wondering
why it is just now appearing in the public eye and
getting more attention than usual.
These assault cases are usually kept under
wraps; however, as college smdents, we are at
greater risk for sexual assault and abuse given our
age group, relationship with alcohol and how many
occurrences have taken place on college campuses
nationwide.
The White House Task Force to Protect
Students from Sexual Assault released a statistic 'in
April 2014 stating tlut one in five college students
experience sexual assault during their college career.

Tammy Merrett
Alestle Program Director
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grarrmar and content. Care will be
taken to ensure that the letter's
message is not lost or altered.
LetteJS to the editor wffl not be printed
anonymously except under extreme
circumstances.
We reserve the right
to reject letteJS.
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Additional copies
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Colege Press Association, the
Associated Collajate Press, Student
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The American Civil Liberties Union reports that
almost 95 percent of U .S. campus assaults go
unreported.
There are several red flags to look for when in
a committed relationship and in general. By
keeping these facts in mind, it will be easier to take
control of the situation at hand. If there is violence
in a relationship, whether it's forceful contact,
damaging property, or aggressively invading your
personal space, it's time to consider ending the
relationship or getting some distance between both
of you, at least until common ground can be
reached.
As far as safety guidelines, it's aJso a gocx:l idea
to know your alcohol limits, given that most sexual
assaults involve alcohol, especially on college
campuses. Watch your drinks, and always keep
your drink in your hand when at a party or social
event. Do not accept drinks from strangers.
Also, don't be afraid to trust your gut. If you
feel uncomfortable around a certain someone or get
the urge to leave, trust yourself and do what you
thinK will make you feel safe. You can also try
talking loudly on your phone and pretend you are
conversing with someone else. If you do this, it's
less likely you'll be assaulted because you'll give the
impression that you aren't alone.
Be sure to stick with your friends. If you're out
at a party or social event, be sure to have friends
close by. With this in mind, you'll arrive home
safely and will have someone nearby at all times
that you feel comfortable around. If you do go out
alone, let a friend know where you are and avoid
dark'. places in general. Areas with darkened corners
or narrow, isolated alleyways tend to be the most
high risk places to be attacked.

If you are in a bad situation, contact a support
line such as the Love is Respect line at
loveisrespect.org or call 1-866-331-9474 or the
National Domestic Abuse Hotline l-800-799SAFE(7233). If you need help right away, don't
hesitate to call the police to ensure your safe!): Also,
as SIDE students, Counseling Services is at our
dispense as well. If you need advice or are seeking
support, simply call and schedule an appoinrment
at 618-650-2842. The office is located on the first
floor of the Student Success Center.
Sexual assault and abuse are serious crimes and
serious matters. A college experience should be a
combination of challenging academics, blooming
friendships and memories that will last a lifetime.
Still, it's important to keep in mind the dangers you
could face on a college campus and how to best
prepare for them, given what has been in the news
lately and what is surfacing on campuses
everywhere. Sexual assault and abuse are not
completely preventable, but there are precautions
you can take to make them less likely to occur.
Josh Duggar is still pending charges, but the
family's television show was cancelled due to his
actions. As students, we can learn from Duggar's
situation in several ways: We never really know
what someone is capable of until we see it first
hand, and there is no time like the present to be
proactive about our safety regarding sexual abuse
and assault, especially as college students.
I hope we can all take this issue to heart and
are able to approach it in a way that makes these
situations more preventable.
Cody King can be reached at
cklng@)alestlelive.com.

Three-week courses are more beneficial than you think
As college students, we all know
the irritation of slowly shuffling
through a semester, showing up to
classes just for attendance points, and
trying to remember facts you learned
during week three for your
cumulative final exam, but witl1 the
recent increase of condensed courses
popping up at secondary institutions,
there are more opporrunities for
students to speed through their
semesters and overall college
experience.
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After taking my first three-week
cour e this summer, I understand
why condensed courses are becoming
more popular and I would personally
recommend th~m to almost anyone.
Despite the obvious pressure of a fastpaced learning experience, I think the

short time frame it occurs in is
actually an advantage.
Some might argue that summer
courses are usually "fluff courses" that
are treated differently and taken less
seriously, but from my experience in
a three-week class, I was faced with
the same responsibilities I was given
with a 15-week class, so I do not
believe tl1ere is a lower standard set
during summer courses.
According to the "Impact of
Course Length on Smdent Learning''
from The Journal of Economics and
Financial Education, an online
journal from 2006, semester GPAs
are on average about one third of a
grade higher in the summer. I think
this is because there is an added sense
of urgency, which could increase the
retention of information and your
ability to recall it later.
When considering the recent
reforms tl1at have been made in the
field of education to accommodate

non-traditional students, it is
important to look at the ways those
changes also influence the experiences
of traditional students.
While a higher grade is always
beneficial, taking condensed courses
alone allows students to focus all of
their attention on one particular
subject and add the benefit of not
having to handle the burden of
remembering for which classes they
have assignments in and what the due
dates are.
Additional
benefits might
include less upfront tuition, book
costs and easier sequencing of
required courses.
Just imagine how easy it would
be if whole semesters were used to
facilitate one three-week course at a
time. With the typical semester
lasting about 15-18 weeks, srudents
would be able to complete the same
amount of courses they usually would
if they took one course every three

weeks in the semester.
Although it may all seem sweet,
there are still some costs associated
with reduced course lengths like
higher administrative costs which
includes advisement, registration,
record keeping and scheduling.
Other costs might be imposed
on students as well, like an increased
commuting cost due to having to be
in class five days per week or even an
online/off.campus fee because some
of the cour es may be blended or
completely online. For SIUE, the offcampus fee is $150 per class.
Overall, it is best to weigh all the
pros and cons that come with threeweek courses since everyone has a
different learning style, but with the
continuous changes occurring in
higher education, who knows where
we can end up in the future.
Lashai Spencer can be reached at
lspencer@alestlelive.com.

Questions or comments regarding this
· section? Contact the Sports Editor at
650-3524 or sports@alestlelive.com
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La'Derrick Ward heads back to NCAA Championships
Senior La'Derrick Ward (pictured left) and sophomore Julian Harvey Joke a round before the SI UE Gatewa y lnvltaflonal on Sa1urday, April 18. Ward, who finished In fourth place last season at the
NCAA Championships, Is headed back to Eugene, Ore. to attempt to be SIUE's first track c hampion In the Division I e ra.
I Photo by Christian K. Lee/ Alestle
I

BEN LEV IN
Alestle Sports Editor

While some track and field athletes
might be happy to just make it to the
NCAA
Championships,
senior
La'Derrick Ward took things to the next
level at the NCAA West Preliminaries this
past weekend.
Ward, who finished in fourth place in
the long jump at last year's NCAA
Championships in Eugene, Ore., leapt a
personal best of26 feet, 8.5 inches on his
way to a first place finish at the West
Preliminaries.
Head Coach Eileen McAllister said
Ward was locked in on all three of his
Jumps.
"La'Derrick had a terrific series,"
McAllister said. "He was behind the
board on his first jump and rushed the
finish on his third jump, but all three had
the distance. He showed poise through
all the weather delays."
With the victory, Ward moves on to
the NCAA Championships, but he was
not the only Cougar athlete to have a

nice showing at the West Preliminaries.
On the track, senior Ahmad Evans
In the hammer toss, senior Elizabeth and junior LaDonna Caston made it to
Hamp! threw a personal best 200-2, for the final day of competition, but,
a 15th-place finish.
ultimately fell short and ended their
McAllister said the long throw was " season~.
good to see, but she was saddened to see
In the 200-meter race, Evans posted
Hampl's career end.
a time of21.22 seconds. He leaves SIUE

(Ward) was behind the board on his
first jump and rushed the finish on
his third jump, but all three had the
distance.
Eileen McAllister
SIUE Track and Field Head Coach

"Hamp! competed very well,"
McAllister said. "She was engaged and
looked fantastic. It is bittersweet. The
previous two years, she would have gone
to the finals with her mark, but the level
of competition was higher this year."

with records in the 200 and 100-meter
races. McAllister said it will be hard to
replace what Evans brought to the team.
"[Evans] will be missed," McAllister
said. "He's a true team player. His
accomplishments and contributions have
been tremendous; he leaves a big spot to

fill next year." ·
Caston finished in 19th place in the
100-meter hurdles with a time of 13.7
seconds, three l0ths of a second off her
SIUE record. McAllister said she was
pleased with the improvements Caston
showed throughout the season.
"[Caston] made it om: step further
than last year, and we will always take
progress," Mc,:\llister said. "She has been
steadfast for us all year and has made big
breakthroughs."
With more athletes at the West
Preliminaries than last year, M cAllister
said she has been pleased with the season
as a whole.
"I am proud of our coaches and
athletes," McAllister said. "They
represented SIUE with excellence.
Ward is the lone SIUE athlete
competing at the NCAA Championships
to be held June 10-13 in Eugene, Ore.
He goes into the meet with the longest
jump in Division I this season.
Ben Levin can be reached at
blevln@olesttelive.com or 650-3524.

NCAA West ··p~eJ.:iminaries Results
Long Jump (M)
SIUE
Ward
Piena ar
Echols-Luper
Lawson
Otuo nye
Ferg uson
Jackson
Smith

Ark. St
TC U
Ark.
Kan. St
Ore.
USC
SEMO

8.14m

7.98
7.96
7.96
7.87
7.83
7.82
7.8 1

Hammerlhrow (W)
Levy

Kan.

69.01

Price
Weir
Williams
Sovatovlc
Peoples
Griffiths
Hamp/

SIUC
Ore.
ISU
Kan.

Mo,

67.32
67.\5,
65.65
63.23
63.1

y

Cbl. St.
S/UE

62.90

Texas
USC
Okla.

52

Ore .
SIUE
SIUE

ENls-Wotson
Ta te
Rhone
Wllllp ~ .&.1%,,.;,;
Oroniko.~·

61

5~

5 ~~2,

Caston

24.25

200m (M)

12.97
13 .15
13.1 5
13.21
13.24
13.24
13.28

De Grosse
Bromell
Lee
Hort
Robinson
Horsley
Glvons
Deloney
Evans

urdles (W)

400m (W)
Sp enc er
Jones
Roberson

22.98
23.91

Kon. S .

c }

;;:~

~hee
ks

Texas
USC
SHS
Ore.
USC
TCU
Ark.

SIUE

13.70

USC
Bay.
USC
TA &M
Tulsa
CSN
Texas
Ore.
SIUE

20.1 7
20 .1 8
20.47
20.63
20.69
20.70
20.72
20.73
21 .22
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Wrassling Review: 'Elimination Chamber'
should be eliminated from the WWE calender
BEN LEVIN
Alestle Sports Editor

With hardcore matches that
could not involve blood and only
two weeks of build-up, "Elimination
Ch;1mber" o n Sunday, May 31,
exceeded expectations and contained
a match-of-the-year candidate.
T his pay-per-view was put on
the schedule last minute bv Wo rld
Wrestling Entertainment and was
meant to promote its WWE
N etwork, but it felt like something
the company had planned for
m onths a rarity in today's
programming. Instead of feeling like
I was watching one long
infomercial, I can1e away excited to
see what WWE has in store for its
upcoming pay-per-views.
Most of the m atches were
great, but my biggest complaint is
the use of the chamber in today's PG
Era. When the Elilnination
Chamber matd1es started, they were
bloody battles that looked extremely
dangerous to all participants, many
of whom flw1g their bodies into the
demonic stmcture.
Today, since performers are not
allowed to blade and bleed, the
chamber is used more as a way to
keep the wrestlers in a contained
area than as a weapon. Obviously,
the wrestlers still feel the san1e pain
they did when mey could bleed, but
in this new era - with new, woi:se
annow1eers - it just does not work.
In the past, performers would
be tossed into the chain links and
Hall of Fame announcer Jim Ross
would scream his head off, making
it clear to the audience the pain that
was mri.ving through the wrestlers'
bodies. On Sunday Michael Cole,
JBL and Jerry Lawler did not make
mud1 mention of the dangers of the
chamber during the match.
It is a small gripe and one that
can be said about most WWE
broadcasts, but if the announcers do
not help tell the story properly, it
really takes away from the event.
Imagine Al Michaels talking about
Taylor Swift at length while doing
play-by-play on Sunday Night
Football. It does not make sense,
just like it usually does not make
sense what the WWE announce
team talks about.
Those arc my o nly real
complaints about the p ay-per-view,
and now let me tell you about one
of the best matches I have ever seen
in a future Hall of Famer's career.

John Cena vs. Kevin Owens
I usually write about matches
in the order they appeared on the
pay-per-views, but this one was so
good I had to talk about it first.
Before you skip over this because
you do not want to read about how
a Cena match went, know this: This
is the best Cena match I have ever
seen.
I have long criticized Cena's
Superman-csque persona, but in this
match he di.splayed a move-set I had
not seen him use in years; with an
opponent like Owens - who has
been in pro wrestling for years
despite this being his firs( WWE
pay-per-view
it
worked
fantastically.
The best way to describe
Owens is an overweight, disgusting
hwnan being that is blessed with
incredible athletic ability few guys
his size have. He has a huge set of
moves he can use that can make you
~link he is a 130-pound high.flyer,
mstead of a 300-pound monster.
While Owens has been used as
a heel in NXT - WWE's "minor
leagues" - the crowd seemed split
between Owens and Cena. With
each pin attempt, the crowd gave
out loud cheers or jeers tliat helped
make the match feel even better for
fans at home.
The match itself was filled with
some great storytelling by Cena and
Owens and di.splayed a ton of
moves neither had done in the
WWE before. Both did top rope
maneuvers
including
a
Moonsault and Semon Bomb by
Owens - and the match was given .
me perfect amount of time to
unfold.
Rewarded for his great efforts
during the match, Owens defeated
Cena - something fans do not
usually see, especially for newer
talents. There are a few reasons this
is great, but the most important one
is that now Owens can be used on
television.
NXT is a WWE Network
exclusive so fans who do not have it
have not seen Owens in action.
With Owens' victory, it validates
him as a mreat on WWE's main
roster, while also showing the world
mat NXT competitors are the real

deal.
I doubt Owens will be used
mud1 before the next pay-per-view,
but it is probably for the best. By not
putting him in action, fans will not

Kevin Owens defeated John Cena at Ellmlnatlon Chamber In a match that
was arguably the best of Cena 's career.
I Photo via WWE.com

Kallsto tried to be Spider-Man d uring the Tag Team Elimination Chamber match, but he a nd his partner Sin Cara were
not victorious.
I Photo via WWE.com

get bored of him before he can make
a big run.
Elimination Chamber tag team
championship match
Originally this match sounded
hilarious because shoving two
muscular men into a tiny pod seems
like a funny concept, but
unfortunately WWE was smart
enough to make the pods inside the
chamber bigger. Luckily, this match
":as a really nice start to the pay-perVIew.
Of the two chamber matches,
this was by far the better one, and
on paper that makes sense.
Although Los Matadores, The
Ascension, the Lucha D ragons and
the Primetime Players have no
business inserting themselves into a
title picture, they are all good
workers.
The two t~
to pay attention
to in this match were always going
to be The New Day - who have
embraced their heel status and are
doing a great job of it - and Cesaro
and Tyson Kidd, who are just plain
awesome together.
The three obvious teams to get
eliminated first - The Ascension,
Los Matadores and the Lucha
Dragons - were all elin1inated
about 10, minutes, into the match.
The surprise of this match came
with the fourm elin1ination of
Cesaro and Kidd.
With those two out, the two
remaining teams were The New
Day - who were allowed to have
all mree wrestlers in the chamber for
some reason they described on
Smack.Down, I guess - and the
Pri.metime Players.
I was not a fan of the
Pri.metime Players before this
match, but after the m atch, I
thought about it and I really like the
idea ofWWE pushing these two.
Titus O'Neil is as close to as
legit as it gets in WWE, considering
he played college football. H e also is
a really good dude in real life and
could be a good face for the
company to promote.
Darren Young is even more
important to this equation because
he is the first openly gay athlete in
WWE history. Young is a great
worker and has a fun move-set, but
WWE has not always been the most
liberally run of companies - look
up the Nation of Domination nor is the world of professional

wrestling as a whole.
If the company was able to get
past me fact mat Young is gay,
sometlling most decent human
beings living in 2015 do not care
about, it would be a huge step in the
right direction.
Cesaro and Kidd are still my
favorite tag team today, but the
Pri.metime Players might be my
second favorite after this pay-perview.
Divas championship match
This was a pretty standard
Divas match in that it was not long
enough to get anything really going,
yet it was too long that it exposed
the less-than-impressive move-set
Nicki Bella has.
I have complained about Nicki
being the champion so I do not
want to d o that here again, but it is
kind of a joke that WWE uses her so
much when there are amazing Divas
in NXT who could easily come up
to the main roster and put together
great m atches.
I feel bad for Paige in this
because she is awesome, both as an
in-ring performer and as an
entertainer. Her ability to do cool
moves is currently unmatched in the
Divas di.vision, yet it gets
overshadowed by really poor
wrestling around her.
The highlight of this match was
a botched frnish that, when it was
written down, seems like it was
written to be a bad way to end the
match. Naomi jwnpcd her butt into
Nicki and Paige, and since Naomi
apparently has a rear end of steel,
hurt Paige to the point she had to
roll out of the ring.
I do not get it and will not even
try to, but Nicki remained the
champ after this match.
Bo Dallas vs. Neville
I felt even worse for these two
because m ey are both really good in
the ring, but their characters are so
boring. I do not understand what
Bo Dallas is and Neville could
basically be called "Flippy Move
Guy."
I loved Neville in NXT, when
he had the first name Adrian that he
has m agically lost in WWE. He is an
amazing risk taker and could work
with any wrestler on the roster and
put together a great match, but he
lacks skills on the mic.
Dallas is a weird, optimistic yet

angry guy that is on the roster
because his dad is a famous wrestler
and his brother is good. I do not
hare him because it is not even
worth my time to care about him.
The match was not too long
and could have just been used in the
pre-show or even on RAW After
two good pay-per-views for Neville,
this really disappointed me.
Elimination
Chamber
Intercontinental title match
I have talked poorly about me
Divas match and the Neville-Dallas
match, but this one was definitely
my least favorite. I did not
understand why some of me
entrants were in it and did not
understand the finish at all.
Rusev broke his foot or
something on Smack.Down and
because of that was replaced by
Mark Henry. Henry has not been
important to WWE in years, so that
is a really confusing idea, especially
since Bray Wyatt, who won at me
last pay-per-view, did not compete
at all.
While that was confusing, the
downright aggravating thing for me
was that the winner and new
Intercontinental Champion was
Ryback. I do not get this character
at all. He says dumb little phrases
like, "Feed me more," but is also
supposed to be a really deep guy
who just loves the business.
If he loved the business so
much, he would stop worrying
about making his body look so
steroided up and would focus more
on having more than five moves and even that nwnber is being
generous. I understand WWE loves
big guys, but going from Daniel
Bryan to Ryback is Giordano's to
gas station pizza.
I do not know what is in store
for Ryback, but if hi.story has told us
anything, he will likely h urt
someone in me ring and look bad
doing it.
Dean Ambrose vs. Seth Rollins
1bis match was really good and
although I am not a fan ot the way
it finished, I understand that WWE
has to make me fans hate Rollins.
Even though Ambrose got the
mree-count, Rollins got the belt due
to an early disqualification.
Read more about Elimination
Chamber at alestlellve.com

